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ABSTRACT 

The Paper discusses some of the problems in the wortd of action and interpretation today revolving 

around the theme of deconstruction and reconstruction, recovery and freedom. It interrogates the perspectives 

of the simultaneous death of the subject and the social dissolution of the author and the text in the 

contemporary order by bringing to the fore the perspective of spiritual criticism on the human.· condition. It 

discusses the work of Habitat for Humanity which builds houses for low-income families ·lri the United· 

States by mobilising the spiritual vision of Its volunteers. Through a· description of Habitat 1he paper pleads 
. 

. . 

for incorporating building as a mode of engagement of the self to the other and the world in our. cu'r.rent 

perspectives on the human condition which celebrates deconstruction �d disintegration. 



fflLE OF PAPER: BUILDING IN THE MARGINS OF SACKS : TOWARDS A HERMENEUTICS OF 
RECOVERY 

. 
· (I came in search oQ not social or cultural America, but the America of the empty, absolute . freedom 

of freeways, not deep America of mores and mentalllles, but America of desert . speed, of motels and 
mineral surfaces. I looked for it In the speed of the screenplay, In the different reflex of television, · In the 
film of days and nights projected across an empty. space, in the mai'Veloualy affectless succession of signs, 
images, faces, and ritual acts on the road.. I sought the finished form of the future catastrophe on Iha road. 

Jean Baudriltard (1989), A,nerfca, p.5. 

�ctlon alone Is not enough... It must be accompanied by an at least tentatlv� 
grounded In the pollticat and theoretical demands of contemporary wortd 

• 

Edward Soja (1989), Postmodern Geographies: The .Reassertion of Spaoe 
in Critical Social Theory, p.74 

· Without the energizing effect .of spiritual commitments, American values would be little mote than 
hollow ideals 

Robert Wuthnow (1988), The Restruttunng of American Religion: Society 
and Faith sines World War 11, p.60 

The Problem : Deconatructlon, Recovery, and Freedom 
.. . 

In this paper, I discuss some. of the problems in the world of actJon and interpretation today, revolving 
around· the theme of ·c1econstruction and reconstruction, recovery, and freedom. My primary concem here 
has to do . .  with the pervas_ive Influence of philosophles of deconstruction In the subcu�re of Intellectuals of 
our tfmis which harp on the simultaneous death of the subject and the social .dissolution of the author 
and the .text. The phffosophers of .deconstruction deride any notion of foundation and prefer to look at the 
human condition as e surreali8tic web of contingencies and a frivolous play of slgnfflers. In this paP8f, I 
Ii ,tend to lntem,gate this �minant · frame of Interpretation of our times by presenting the case of an Initiative 
in colleetlve action and critical · reflection which Is building houses in 1100 communities In the U.S. and In 
43 other other countries around the world. This 11 a movement which originated In the · United . States of 
America In ·· 1978 and . now works worldwide. 1-Jabitat for Humanity · - this movement - builds houses 
because Its,· volunteers share "' faith that to build a house for the· one who can't afford to buy or finds It 

· 

dlfflcult · to {ent la to buDd an altar for God. In thfs paper, I Intend to present briefly the •reflexive mobilization 
of selr (of Giddens 199:1) and the "connected criticism• (of Walzer 1988) of culture that Is at work In 
Habitat for Humanity and analyze Its Implications for a hanneneutlcs of recovery for the actors and Institutions. · 
of ·our tlm�. ·,But before I present ·the narrative of the actors and the movement, I· would like to make the 
following rem8f'.ks .about the wider· Issue of .reconstructfon and 1'8QOV8ry, emancipation and freedom In our 
world today. .-· · · · · 

I "  

Let us begin this refteclfon wlll, Edward Soja who argUN that deconatruction alone ie not enough: it 
must ·be accompanied by the practical and theoretical demands of the contemporary world. Whan we take 
this task · seriously - the task· of mnfronting the practical and theoretical demands of the contemporary 
world ...... we realize that we have enormous taaks of 1econciliatlon and reconstruction at hand before us. 
We reaDze that· p� and textual analyala camot sit Idle when our communities and fonns of llvellhood 
are . being sy�ernatlcally destroyed . by the globalisation of the threatening loglc of speculative capltal. We 
are bound to aak to our interprete,8 such as Jacques Derrida and Richard Rorty as G.B. Madison does In 
hie. provopalive The Her11,sneullos of Posll,iOdfJmily: •11 there nolhing for the philosopher to do, after the 
demaa of the metaphyaical seriousness, but to be an intellectual •ldbitzef, a concem-fnte cnator of 'abinonnal · 
discoui88; an Insouciant player of daconltnlCllve and fandful word· games, 'an agile figure lhaken on the 
thin Ice of a bottoml,ss chessboard?· (Madison 1989: 107). When we confront the challenges In the real 
wot1d we find tlet In· .our recent past, to quote David Harvey, "Radicals within the cultural masa became 
channed by fields like semiotics, as if the really Interesting thing about the homeleil were the variety of · 
coded messages that card board boxes could convey" (Harvey 1991: 69). An urge to meet with the demands 
of lhaory and practice In the coe demporary wortd Immediately makea us realize that the atrtvfng for a 9good 
society" and meaningful life is . not over and in older to participate In this striving of reconclllatfon, 
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reconstruction, and new creation, deconstruction alone is not enough� As Robert Bellah and his colleagues 
tell us: • •.. We are not likely to give up what some philosophers call the hermeneutics of suspicion - the 
tendency in the West since Enlightenment to call all received traditions into question. But without a 
hermeneutics of recovery, through which we can understand what a living tradition Is in the first place, a 
hermeneutics of suspicion is apt to be an exercise in nihilism· (Bellah et al 1991: 174). 

A reflexive engagement with the challenges of the contemporary world in the �ntext of processes of 
structural and discursive transformation at work also urges us to realize the close link between the theme 
of building and the theme of freedom. Parallel to the hegemony of deconstruction in our modes of theorization 
today is the euphoria about global democratization. But democratization as a formal process evidenced by 
such attributes as the collapse of the dictatorial system and the conduct of elections for political offices Is 
not the same thing as realization of freedom. What is worse, in this moment of euphoria we confuse 
emancipation with freedom. But while emancipation is concerned with, as David Apter argues� 11reduoing 
the negativity of otherness, as embodied In the colonial, the subaltern, and the prisoner, vis-a-vis the 
mainstream," freedom Is concerned with the liberation of 1he mainstream from itselr (Apter 1992 : 162). tt 
is perhaps for this reason that Anthony Giddens (1991) makes a distinction between •emancipatory politics" 
and ·nte politics". According to Giddens, Ute politics is concerned not with hierarchical but generative power 
and is a politics of reflexively mobilized order and a politics of self-actualization "Where reflexivity links self 
and body to systems of global scope" (Giddens 1991: 9). In the same vein, Ernesto Laclau concludes his 
provocative pie• for beyond emancipation with the following lines: 'We are today coming to terms with our 
own finitude and look the political possibility that it opens. This is the point from which the potentially 
liberatory discourses of our postmodern age have to start. We can perhaps say that we are at the end of 
emancipation and at the beginning of freedom" (Lacfau 1992: 137). 

But as we .. are at the beginning of freedom how· does our discourse of freedom prepare us for the 
. intended transformative leap into the future? We are familiar with the. modem experi&Qce of the degeneration 

of freedom into narcissistic individualism and the current fight against equality in the name of freedom. To 
take us out of the current impasse of freedom against equality, Amartya Sen (1989) proposes. a distinction 
between positive and negative freedom. Sen hopes that. by portraying positive freedom as the freedom . to 
enhance the "functioning" and •capability" of individuals · and negative freedom as preoccupation with only 
one's individual rights and security, one can make a tight link between food and freedom - a linkage 
which is deliberately obscured by the reigning ideologies of our times. �ut even. such a reconstruction of 
the agenda of freedom in the work of Amartya Sen does not take us very far since it is still haunted by 

· the problem of dualism, namely dualism between positive and negative freedom. But there Is a need to 
transcend this dualism and and Sen Is not of much help to· us here because Sen cannot tell us how the 

� .. 

satne individual can integrate her concern for negative freedom with positive freedom. �;a iritegldoo Is as 
much a task of self as it is of the social order tiut Ben's agenda does not have a p?oject of self, cand Is 
not aware of its transformative capacity to . overcome the distinction between positive and negative freedom. 
Overcoming the distinction between positive and negative flaedom both in biography and history is a task 
of spiritual enlightenment, political transformation, and self-cultivation. It calls for a view of freedom as a 
process of spiritual tl'flrl&formation where spirituality means an integral change covering the whole space 
from food to. freedom and the· ag_ent of freedom· as a tranafonnative self (see Pande 1989, 1991: Taylor 
1989: also Girl 1995). Such a view of freedom is available in the thought of Aurobindo who presents 
freedom as a synthesis of yoga. For instance, Aurobindo a,gues that spirituality · 1ransforms the needs and 
desires onto a divine work and · Ananda." ·n transforml the mental and moral aspiration Into the powers of 
truth and perfection that are beyond them. ft substitutes for the divided training of ,Se individual nature, for 
the paaelon and .strike of the separate ego, t�.] ·catm profound, hannonfoua· and h&JJl)y, _law of the 

· universalized person within us" (Sri Aurobindo 1950: 193). For Auroblndo, the clscovery of the secret Godhead 
within us helps us create a universal g,:ound within ui where :the social distinction between Individual and 
the collective, negative a� positive freedom get a· new frame of ·reference for criticism and transcendence. 

Is it a hubris to utter � name of God while. speaking of ROfitics and freedom? Probably not. It 18 
certainly a sign of recove� of our times that even contemporary political theory is coming back home in 
search of a .ground and a God. Even political scientists. have begun lamenting the missing God in our 
contemporary discourse of transfonnation. At the same time, some of them also talk of the need for the 
transformation of our desire in order that individual freedbm can be an object of social commitments. For 

• • 
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·1nsllne8, Claus Offe and Ulrich K Preuss tell us that we face conflict not only between different social 
�ps but also between different kinds of dalirea · - the ,mer conftlot betw11R what the lndlvlduals 
therMelvea experience as their more desirable and their less daeirable dest1111• (Ole and Pre1111 t991: 
188). Insofar as the COl'irlection between freedom and spirituality is concamed In no place In · contemporary 
political theory It is better articulated than in the following lines of laclau: 

If, on the one hand, modernity started by seriously typing represantabiJity to knowledge, the constitutive 
opaqueness resulting from the dialectic of emancipation involves not only. that society ia no longer 
transparae It to knowledge, but also since God Is no longer there to .  IUbatitute knowledge by revelation 
that aH representation will be nece11arily partial and wW take place a�t the background�· of an 
essential unrepreaentability. On the other hand, this constitutive opaquenness withdraws the. ground 
which made it possible to go beyond the . dialectic of incarnation, given that there is no longer a 
transparent society in which the universal can show itself in a direct unrnadlated way. But again, as 
God is no longer there, ensuring through his woud the knowledge of a universal desllny ·wlllch escapes 
human reason, opaquenses cannot lead to a restoration of the dialectic of· Incarnation either. The 

death of the ground seems to lead to the death of the universal and to the ·diuofution ·:of social 
struggle Into mere particularism (Laci� 1992: 131-132) 

· But the problem in such a promising agenda of Laclau Is that It I lactca a project of self-transformation. 
Though Laclau speaks of the ·dialectic of Incarnation", there is no reference to self-reflection In his outline. 
,u1 according to Indian philosopher Roop Rekha Verma, 1he dlalecllc by itself does not explain the _p;>SSibillty 
of cultural change or a critique of culture... What fa important to add in this dialedlc. la that lnternallzatlon 
can be _reflective ·or unreflective• (Venna 1991: 533). Thus havl"IJ a notion of transfonnatfve Hit as· a 

seeker of freedom Is easential to go out of the current impasse of deconstructibn and destruction In· ·dur 
aearch for recovery and reconstruction.• · · ·. · ·. · 

Habitat for · Humanity 

The above provides us an appropriate background to discuss Habitat for Humanity. Habitat ldenliliea 
Itself as a God's movement and Is based upon what It calll •partnership balwaen God and Man•. It operates 
with the . Biblical· prlnclplea of "Eoonomics of Jesus• and -Jbeology of the. Hamme� - the f0t11•r .bellevlhg 
that. It. is Immoral to charge interest from the poor and the latter believing that one has to express one's 
love. for God through the instrument of hammer. Habitat believes that it is interest which locks the · poor in 

. .. 
. 

a condition of perpetual renting · and detennlnes the cni,cial distinctton between living In a shatl< ah(J QWnlng 
one', own home. Habitat's mission is ·No More Shacks· (Fuller 1986) and it strives towards this realization 
by creating what. it calls a �revoMng fund for 

. 
Humanity". Habitat buHds homes . arid buffda . communities 

through the donated mon&y and l�ur of the volunteers but dots not give housjs to the. homeown&ra for 
free. · Home-ownera . are required to pay back their mortgage payments to the locai Habitat projects which la 
utilised for building more houses .and .widening the circle of gift and tecfp·roctty. 

Habitat has ·many . programs and activftles. One of them is called covenant church program,. and 
other corporate partnership. The former builds· partnership with Interested churches while the latter with 
corporations in order to mobilize resource and support for Its building program. Former President 

.
Jimmy 

Callter leads a Habitat, work�p every year building 1lomes" In a community for a · w..ic. For instance, In 
1988, . the· Jimmy Carter work camp raised 20 houses - an entire neighborhood _:_ in AUanta. Its leader 
says about the ·1ignlffcance of thla work camp for the . homeowners:_ ·People whose lives; "�are debased · by 
the violence of poverty now pay taxes and become contributors themselves; suburban volunteers far r8'QOvad 
from the pain of material deprivation gain more substance an� sensitivity, from a hard day's work for the 

· benefit of another" (quoted in Fuller and Fuller 1990:. 25) 

Habitat for Humanity builds houses in different com:munijlea aro_und the United . States in partners"'p 
with the local affiliates. These affiliates are autonomous and mobilize their own resources to build houses 
in their respective areas. Habitat affiHates vary in size, resoul'CH>8Se, and texture. Some oper�ta in more 
favourable environments . with little resource problems while others strive with Httle intemal reaource of the 
communify. · · · 
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Hera we take the work of two Habitat affiliates as Illustrations: the Habitat affiliate in Fort Mayera, 
Florida, and the affiliate in Pembroke, Illinois. n,. former works in an environment of wealth and luxury 
while the latter struggles wilh llttl� comm111ity resoa:te. Lee County Habitat for Humanity, the Habitat proJecl 
in Fort Meyers, Aorida, builds In the ·Gulf Shore• town of Fort. Meyers. With a large population of retirees 
and a. constant stream of tourists, 11it has an air of comfortable afft1J81!C8" (McDonald 1992: 5). -eut for 
many working people in this town the reality is different. The economy of Fort Meyers and the surrounding 
Lee County depends almost entirely on tourism. 1ha industry requires a lot of labour, but the jobs it 
creates are mostly unskilled � hotel and restaurant Jobs - that pay only the minimum wage. Thus, while 
Lea County has a healthy median family income of $36,500. It has a large population of working poor. 
Affordable housing is a particular p,oblem• (IJid). Demand from weallhiar retirees and vacationers has booeted 
real estate prices ancl has, at . the same time, lured developers to build expensive homes. As a result, 
there i8 a shortage of dece, It housing · for the less affluent. · 

In re..,onse to this need, Lee County Habitat has built UJree new communities in the past twelve 
years. Lee County Habitat _ began in 1979 with the aoquililion of twenty acres of vacant county-owned land 
in an area caHe.d Harlem · Heighte. Since then, it .hal worked . �adily to develop the Habitat North and 
Habitat South nelghbothoods on that alte. Mora raca. Illy,. It has begun to build in Dunbar a new nelghboma'od' 

• • 
• f . # 

about fiye miles away. Today, 35 H� houw stand In Harlem Helghll, and site development Is under 
way that wil add anoclter thirty-five homes� ·111e Dunbor neigN>othood now ha8 twenty-three Habitat homel 
. wiU, three more currently under consbUCtion. · -· · ·  . · 

McDonald, writing in Habitat Wod4 the bl-monthly publtcatfon of the Habitat for Humanity, tells us 
about thil afftllate: -Thi Hlighta neighborhood today hu a. nNII 8ltate .value of $2 mffllon. BUt for hom1owner 
Dina Rosado. the word 'value' means something coenpletaly different. 1Now', she says •my children have · a 
safe place to play and grow up• (Ibid). But all Habitat affiliates In the .United States don't share a slmilar 
advantage. Affiliates In small towns and poor communities strive with little. Ont ·such affiliate is the Habitat 
project in Pembroke, IDlnols. In this not-so wealthy nelghbo� , ".the work of the affiliate '- maintained by 
people who are struggling to Improve their own 11ve.- (ibid). The . affiliate book-keeper 11· Pam Ward, a 
single mother of six, who owns the fourth home that was renovated by the· Pembroke afflllate. The work of 
Pembroke Habitat 11 done mostly by voluntt)8ra. · Thie ii also the case with most of the affiliates where 
lheae la either no or very few aalariad staff. The former president and the 1 continuing volunteer of another 
Habitat affltiate In New York Nqalla Counby Habitat for H tv,.-1 us understand this: 

. . . ,  . 

MOit of 118 work �ch is done by groups In U.S affiliates is by people who volunt .. r their time, 
talents and n10119Y. Ii la a very · atmosphere which

. 
Is created by this· fl)PIO&ch ••• 

. . . . ' 
. Habitat .appeals to many vigorous retired people, middle-aged to elderly, who want to go on working 
at eomelhlng whldl has � · $nd connecllon will, society. Somallmes the akllls of. �der � 

. - ' . .. . . ·� 

are not welkdlllzed In ·our society. I believe ·that in �t projects, many of tlilse people are 
wtnlng to ahow.:.lallr abltiel In WOik that 1heY feel has real value. . ... ' · · 

. • 
. 

. ,j . . . . . • •).i 
. . 

. . . . . 
. 

... 

-eonnec11d CrtUcl•m and 11t ·lnl11iog1aon of Self :·a
, 

' . 

. . 

. Studantl of 1econstNcllve movements tell us that the discourse of a movement ought not be a rnera 
protecllon of •xlatlng reality, ,t rnuet be sufflcienlly far-Naching to exercise a visionary putr · (Unger 1987: 

. . ·; 430). Habitat founder MIiiard FuHer U88I such a language and a style to lflfus:e people wilh the spirit of 
· Habitat. F., begins witl, his own story. Fuller had · become a millionaire at .· an early age. But as his 
wealth and reputation were expanding his wife Unda 18ft him. Fuller raconciled wilt. his wife .and togait,er 
they cllllnctly felt the calling of God for a full time Chriatlan �. They decided to leave all their wealth 
and to start their Ufa anew. They joined Koinonia Fanns, an lntenttonal, eelf-aufflclent Christian comm1111ty 
in soulheastem Georgia, and started a _ partnership housing program for the poor workers and lharec,oppera 
of Su�er county, Georgia in 1968. They were influenced by the !ife· ·  and thought of Clarence Jordan, the 
founder of Kolnonia and a proponent e>f radical discipleship of · Christ (Jordan· 1964: Lee 1971 ). ·lhls effort 
grew into Habitat for Humanity in 1976 (Fuller 1977). .. · · · 

Fuller tels the 8tofY of Habitat ·through -n,ua pen.anal tal�I which touch tha heart of the ....,._ 
When we read F':f'ler'a books on Habitat and listen to his C8888ttes, we find that this language la not 

· -- --- --·· 
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simply ilfocutionary and imperative in 1the . instl'U� se,_. but alSQ - in a constitutive sense. His books 
and lectures tell us how he solves . human problems, e�ptpying the per.spective of God . 

. .  

·1t is not only that the language of a transfonnative movement has to use personalized parables, any 
current effort at transformation must 1 also involve a •personalist. program,; .. (Unger 1987: 175). According to 
Roberto Unger, the �rsonalist program• of transformation gets manifested in participating In the •exemplary 
'confflcte": of our times that involves housing. Habitat presents its solution of Christian love and sharing, as 
a· radical one·. The following narration of Mffliard Fuller shows what it means to solve •exemplary . QOnflicls" 

. . . . . 

· by Involving a •personalist program". Once , pastor of a church came to Clarence Jordan and asked. for 
his advice in resolving a dilemma. The pastor was concemed about the low wage of the janitor who had 
a big family of nine to take care of and had a long way to drive to work. Despite his paaaionate plea to 
the deacons for raising the janitor's salary they were not forthcoming since they were not able to raise ·the · budget of the church. Jordan asked the pastor whether he made more money than the janitor and whether 
his family was · smaller compared to his. Wheri the pastor replied him in the . affirmative then Jordan told 
him: -Well, why not just swap salaries with him? That wouldn't require any 8>Clra money In your budget. 
You live right here by the church, so you don't have any commuting expenses, . and you have . (?nly two 
children while he has eight. Surely you could live more easily on his salary than he can" (quoted: In Fuller 
1980: 66). Fuller tells, us about this story: · 

John, . a white man, tumed whiter. He hadn't expected that kind of solution. Clarence was aware · of 
his discomfort. 'What's wrong, John? What's wrong with that solution? la it contrary: :to 1Christian 
doctrine? There's nothing· at all wrong with It, Clarence, from a Christian point of � lhafs why It 

. upsets mer (ibid) · · 

The �ve is an example of. the resolution of a conflict where an actor considers himself aa a part 
of the problem. ·Fuller --tells such stories all acrosa the United States and creates a constituency for his 
moral. criticism. For both Cf•rence Jordan and .Milla� FuUer, to see social problems from a God's perspective 
means that one cannot abdicate one's responsibility.· Such an engagement involves a . total c, lllciem of 
Oll9'1 self, 'culture and sooiety where the famfflar inatitullons of society appear as "inltances of problemalc 
Justice

" (Hfliermas. 1990: 108). FuUer draws upon both Bible and his knowledge of other eodetles to ctilldzi 
-· contemporary American Ufastyfe of affluence and greecf-.:-one whleh · Is, tor hi�, also devoid cf compassion� 
He tells his wealt�y · C�ristian partners in North America: ·M�y of our African Christian friends laek . ttNI 
material things of this world, but they have much to teach our affluent Christian wortd about true vaJues In 
ehri1llan· ·w. (Fuller 1977: 113). He aroues with· his 1'flow .Americans that homelessness Is ·a· violation pf 
the :lofty meaning of the �American dream•. Th, following Is· an Hlustration of t11s. argument· with· his fellow 
Amaricens: · · 

• 
' . 

God . does . not mean - for hie people to , go · �ungry or to do·· without adequate clothes· a9'd 
. ., . . . 

ahelter ... "Whoever has t,#0. 8hirta mllft giv�. one . to the man he has none, and whoever has food 
. , �ust aha� tt. ·A few yeata ago I spoke at a meeting at a large church fn Florida, using· ·thfa tet · · from Luke for my talk. I 'knew . that many people in that church had a house In Florida and anon11e,· 

one (or two) up North. So I decided te make the scripture as relevant as possible. 
' . � .. . . 
. . , . . . , .. 
I· wond,r if this teaching of John about shirts could also bit applied to houses?' ·I asked but 1· really· 
�id11't. �xpect an answer .•• But one men did,,reapond. 'Mr. Fuller, excuse me.xxx I think ·your analogy 
be�aen shl,rts and houses is unfair. After all, · a person can't really wear more than · one ahlrt at a; 
time, but �e�uh-he-' (,::uner 1980: 94-95). · . . · _. · : ;" · 

• 
,' 

Fuller told. ·his lnterfocutor that the teaching of Jesus is as much applicable, .to the example of houses 
&$ ff .  Is to that .. of shirts. Fuller employs the Idiom of tile •Kingdom. of God" to pursue his· critical' atlatagy of 
w��t . he him�

_.
ftJf.: calls �educating the. �cience of the world" about the stupendous problem of· · global 

pov.•rty ho�sing� (Full�r 1986). Fuller's. c;rilicisn:a of'the .existing arra,igement and his vision of: tranatormatfon,. 
make� him a •connected critic.,• to borrow the worde of Michael Walzer (1988). Walzer makes a diltinction · 
bet,ween the �con�ected crltics" who make their PQint. or fall to earn their authority i,y argulng···w111, (their) · 
felJowa"·. an� the marginal critics who are never �aningfully related to their own culture and su11er· front . 
the problem of •ambiguous �nection" (Walzer 1988:· 32) •. When we read· closely the texta of ··Fuller, which·.� 
are ��� of 'evocative or' aentlmental mobilzation for s,,, ,pathetic citizens of the' United Stat• aa · weff · 
as· for many around the world, we see such a •connectect criticism• at work. 

· · -· - . ----·-··-· - · -·--·-·-·- ·- -- --- -· - - ··-·--· - - --···- - - - . · - ·-- - -�' I! 
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Motivation and the Contour1 of Meaning : 
Some Habitat Na11allvea of Participation 

· 1n the United States · the work of Habitat is carried out mainly by the volunteers. There are of course 
soma paid staff In Habitat affiliates as well as in the Habitat headquarters at Americus but the •employees" 
of Habitat Identify themselves primarily as volunteers rather than as mare paid workers. Therefore their tie 

· with Habitat Is much more than the tie of "work" and •exchange" one notices In modem organizational life.' 
n Is their dedication to the cause of 9No more Shacks" and their faith in God which brings them to work 
with Habitat at a substantlaffy low salary, and many times even without any · remuneration. 

The volunteers of . Habitat oome from different backgrounds. Young, old, middle-aged and retired 
. people all are found in Heh.'tat. The yooog and middle-aged who are In search of a different lif•style or 
. more meaningful work-engagement by which they can contribute to their spiritual growth and soclal 
development fipd an attractive space In the mobilization of Habitat •. For the retired people, Habitat provides 
a ecope for meaningful · spending of time rather than. Just -playing golf.• 

Volun�rs of Habitat. invariably feel that opportunities for job, education, and housing are decreasing 
in contemporary American·· society. ·They . pa,tlculaliy feel appalled by the deplorable housing condition In the 
contemporary U.S. and have been attracted· to Habitat because Is strives to solve this problem and 
encourages "ti ta niedy to improve lheir situation.• · They attribute various causes to this problem. For some, 
ii is cauaed tw. high interest rates, increased cost of buHding and widespread unemployment while for 
.olhers ·Reaganomics" Is the main cause behind this. · 

· The- volunteers of · Habitat deplore the fact that 11ard working men and woman cannot afford to live 
comfortably much 1888 · have a place of their own" because of the housing crisis and the •pessimistic 
attitude• that it gives rise to among America's working poor. Som• � them say In unamblguoua terms that 
,t la a· ecal'.ldal to have homeless amid such affluence• and wonder If 1he country has lost Its connection 
wlU, God even though there are many who claim to know.• They believe that this nearly lnt,actable problem 
can be solved· by raiaing the of · all concemad govemment and people. Soma of them 
believe that the afflue.lt should ,eac1 a simple lifestyle eo that odl818 can simply llve." For the volu,,teers 
of Habitat, the problem of· housing cannot be solved . by governments alone but by the •grass-roots 
participation of all our citizens." 

ft 18 also interesting that some of the volunteers were in real estate business before Joining Habitat 
while. soma. others · had dffflculty In finding a house to stay one of them saying that she •grew up In a 

run-down home and was ashamed to bring friends home.• Another volunteer, a fonner Methodist minister, 
tells us that during his young days he had a Habitat-type assistance In owing a home which la an 
-unforgettable experience" in· his life. Those who left their real estate �neu to · join Habitat say that they 
don't •operate well In the profit motive• and find their work as rultors -frustrating and stressful.• They work 
wilh Habitat for no salary and In some casaa with considerable less pay but find In their. W0f1( a .,,..mendous 
source of satllfacllon. • · · , · 

Over the last nineteen years of its· existence Habitat has drawn many seeking souls to · its path who 
come from many dlffera1 d background• and with different aspirations and motivations. They tell us many 
clff11ent atortea which cannot &a easllY. put Into either an aggregate picture or fit Into neat Ideological / 
sociological· categ9fiea. I· preaent below the storie8 of 8oma of them which hopefully can provide us a 
sense of the lnnuf".'erable volunteers who now make. up the striving called Habitat for Humanity. 

• • • 

. .Let··· ua begin with Jane <, pseudonym; in fact all the names In this essay are presented as 
paaudonyme), . an engaging female volunteer from Burke, New York. Jane talla us that though her community 
haa a staggering houllng probfeni there are no homele• In her community even though there are people · 
who .live In homes that have bean condemned. About her own situation vis-a-vis housing she tells us: "It 
has aometimes bean dlfflcult to find a good apa,b111nt or house to 181 ,t, but "Gtrienilly we have been able 
to � by virtue of considerable effort.• n la In this C011text· that Habitat plays for her a significant role� 
She ag, 111 with the Habilat philosophy of building for people In need, and not asking them to change 
U .air faith. It was the opportunity to get Involved in actually trying to do something for the· poor housing
,. .. opportunity to Implement my beliefs in actlorf-lhat att1acted "9r to Habitat. She says that she works 
with Habitat for ·nothing because in it she realizes both her •self-aspiration and soclal goals.• Jane says 

• 
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that while 'much Christian work seems detached from the needy" Habitat is truly a "hands-on-involvement." 
Habitat has not only made her aware of the housing problem but also influenced her relationships with 
other. workers. She has found more friends while working at Habitat. Habitat has broadened her outlook on 
life. She thinks that it enables her to use her skills and reveal the best of herself, in spite of the frustration 
that comes from the knowledge that not all of her actions are successful. 

43 year-old Julia is another volunteer, who left her real estate business to work with Habitat. She 
came to know about Habitat ten years ago during the time of Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter's Habitat work
camp in Bronx, New York. She says that she does not •operate well on the •profit motive' " and found her 
work . as a realtor 11sometimes financially rewarding and sometimes not, but almost always frustrating and 
stressful." She quit her •high-paying job" (this Is how she describes her previous work in the questionnaire) 
to work part-time at a low salary with Habitat. Her husband's good income and the 1remendous satisfaction" 
she derives from her work with Habitat facilitated this tum in her life. 

Julia is not alone in . having left a profitable career in real estate to volunteer for Habitat. Many 
volunteers came from high-paying jobs, an experience which provides . them sometimes a negative frame of 
reference to positively relate to Habitat's goal of making a differe�� in. the housing situation. 

Hillary is a 51 year-old retired realtor. She first heard about Habitat four years ago from her son, 
who had been drawing house · plans for the local Habitat. She has been associated with the local Habitat 
for the last one and one-half years as a committee member, a board member, and as an executive dir�r. 
She appreciates Habitat's vision and practice of -Uplifting families." In her words: ·A person cannot think 
about their spiritual life If their physical life Is •roach Infested.' What better way to demonstrate our ChristianHy 
than through a building program for all people and all faiths?" She is specifically attracted to ·Habitat's 
concept of using · volunteers" and to the fact . that the "building program is being funded by contributions 
from churches and Individuals." 

Before working with Habitat Hillary was volunteering for the Salvation Army through which she could 
meet many homeless. Though she says that her life t:iBS not been adversely affected because of her 

· service for Habitat she has at the same time · reached a point, as she tells us, where she needed to make 
a decision as to the amount of time she could spend as .a volunteer. Her current reflection has been 
partly triggered off by the loss of eaming she has incurred after leaving her previous job. 

Hillary is an . Episcopalian. About the nature of Habitat as a Christian initiative, she comments: 1-labitat's 
mission is visible for all to see. We do what many others only talk about. Quoting a Bible verse will not 
keep a family warm in the snow or dry in a rainstorm. The. need to help others 'is very strong In many 
people and there will always be those who need our help. Habitat's evangelism reaches all people connected 
with the program, not just the families being helped." 

· · · 

?3 year-old Mark, the executive director of the Habitat project in his area, is another engaging 
interlocutor whose views we should hear. He had worked as a program director of the Minneapolis Red 
Cross for four years. He thinks that there have always been two types of evangelism: •evangelism that 
'talks' · and evangelism that •does." For him, ·Habit� Is a •doing' evangelism, which is the best way... and 
its work is greatly needed In our contemporary world." It is because of this that he •gladly" left his other 
jobs to become the executive director of the local project. Now that he is with Habitat he realizes that his 
work "integrates his faith Into his dally life." In his words: ·My experience with Habitat has certainly been 
intense: I would say it is one of those rare 'peak experiences in my life." For him, -rhe source of this lies. 
in the fact Habitat helps poor families stabilize their lives and climb out of poverty." 

Grace is another Habitat volunteer. She lives in the inner city in a •room• provided . by the local 
affiliate as part of her "Voluntary stipend" and her income is belc;,w the taxable range. At the same time, 
she . doesn't _think that she has made any sacrifice in working with Habitat. Rather her experience· has been 
just the • opposite an wonderful experience of working with •an organization which enables one to try to 
live out one's conscience, where there's virtually no ,sacrifice of valuesl" She says: •eeing from· the white, 
privileged, educated minority, 1 · will always be middle to upper-middle class. My choosing to be below 
taxable income is yet another •privilege,' i.e., voluntary poverty' (emphasis added). 
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Grace feels. that "We are all interconnected by a God of Love who has set forth various ways and 
means to manifest her / himself." She has the following graphic metaphors to shal'.8 about Habitat: , · wish 
I knew how the housing crisis can best be solved. Habitat has a. very effective philos� of like Iha 
Amish barn-raising parties where everyone from the community com,s together to help their neighbor build 
their own bam". 

Understanding the Significance pf Habitat : 

DIiemma, Movement and Transfor1natlon 

The actors of Habitat embody an urge to do something to make· a difference in their own lives and in 
the lives of those for whom they build. But even Joining Habitat out of. a deeper conviction to find meaning in 
one's life Is not without doubt and dilemma on the part of the actors. This is even true of · those who 
consider their participation with Habitat to have been definitely a tuming point in their lives. Rick Hathaway, a 
fQ�r General Electric engineer from Massachusetts and now the director of Habitat Affiliates, is one such. 
H� participation with 'Habitat, he says, has been a turning point In his life. He worked with GE for five years. 
Then he took a year off and built houses for Habitat in Lynn, Massachuaetts. It was then that he decided to 
leave his job and work full time on the staff · at the Habitat headquarters. It was a challenging declalon. for 
him, since it . meant 1aaving a lot of securtty.• He remains fUlly aware that he has left a well-trodden and 
secure path, and I think he experiences some ambivalence. Rick's story sensitizes us to the dilemmas and 
doubts that aooompany the process of self....,_,rmation as Initiated by one's participation In eocial rnovamat ,ts, 
so persuasively captured in McAdam's study of the Freedom Summe� (McAdam 1988). 

Nevertheless, social movements are processes of ongoing self•transfonnatJon, which can �e 
movement adors Into critics of· culture (Bright & Harding 1984). One gets an Intimation of a critical 
consciousness among : the Habitat folks at Americus, the headquarters of Habita�. In commenting on 
contemporary American Society, Sky a Habitat volunteer-declares that It is becoming a cred- card society 
which for him Is also the •s1gn of the beast" (his worda). As he envisions it, this might � a society 
where currency would become superfluous while the aooess to exchange would be more and more restrtcted. 
�ky thinks that eventually power and control could be conce, abated in the hands of a few'. Ar)other volunteer 
who identifies himself as a "hippie,_. says that the United States Is heading for a civil war. In his words: it 
this happens, then people will realize the practical significance of liberation theology." Many volunteers, not 
all of whom are necessarily wealthy and able to afford· a �untary poverty," feel that ttieir participation · w1t11 
Habitat has given them a less 111materialistic perspective• on life. They articulate what lnglehart (199t>) calls a 
"postmateriallst" perspective on life which does not consider money and power as the sole measures of good 
life. This �s put into practice by What Unger (1987) calls the "personalist program". Wittl hammers In their 
hands Habitat actors bring their "personaliat programs• to bear upon the unfoldmeot of self, culture, and 
society. Habitat actors do not just waft for the govemment or a more significant other to arriye and solve the 
problems of shelter; they pick up their hammer and go to build. They also share their resource with the local 
projects and enjoy leaving lholr well-paying jobs �o either volunteer with Habitat or work at substantially low 
salary. Their �oluntary poverty" helps us appreciate what Unger says: --me citizen renounces... because his 
�one ·are tranafigured by the affirmative inclinatiol')s and .attachments" (Unger 1987: 379). 

, 

. 

... ·• Giddens (1991) provides us a perspective to make sense of the aspirations of Habitat actors via a
vis their search for a more meaningful "career". Giddens argues that to understand not only Individual but 
also society in· our 1ate ·· modem age" we will have · to take seriously the •reflexive project of the selr, 
which •consists In sustaining a coherent. yet continuously revived biographical narrative• In face of the 
•multiple choices filtered through abstract systems" (Giddens 1991: 5). SUch a project involves the choice 
of a partic\Jlar life style •among a diversity of options" (ibid).' A 1reflexive mobilization of self is also at work 
in the life of the actors of Habitat for whom their house-building engagement is a significant marker of 
their iife style". When actors under late capitalism are by and large robbed of their power to synthesize 
and conceive· of their life as a meaningful totality this life style gives Habitat volunteers an .opportunity for 
solidarity and 111de-differentlatlon" (Habennas· 1984: 25), an alternative to the �intemal colonization of the 
Jifeworld" (Habennas 1987). As Dorris Poole (1993), a volunteer at Habitat International headquarters, who 
left her Job in an insurance company after nineteen years of service to wor.k full time with Habitat,· tell us: 
"I really feel that Americans today live a compartmentalized lifestyle. We don't want our jobs, our rellglon, 
our friends, our social lives to mix together. Coming to ·Habitat has given me a more integrated lifestlye. • 

· · · · · ·-·----· · ·  
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Reflexive mobilization of the self involves both conflicts with the existing system-new conflicts now 
emerge along the seams "between system and llfeworld" that target at rotes created by 1he media of 
money · and powe..- (Habermas 1987: 395)-as well as movements for reconstruction and affirmation. In 
Habitat we see such moves at work which in their own ways try to deconstruct the monolithic language of 
money and power, "work and exchange• (Un� 1987: 431). What we also see in Habitat is how new 
forms of religion and splritua(ity help in this deconstruction and reconstruction by trying to ·d�rectly address 
issues of the moral meaning of existence which modem institutions so thoroughly tend to dissolve" (Giddens 
1991: 207). 

Involvement with Habitat provides its volunteers an opportunity to come to terms with their life crises 
and actualize their life aspirations. In other wotda, their Habitat engagement helps them in their ,dentity 
formation". But the process of this "identity fonnatiori' is complex. The identity of Habitat volunteers is 
crucially dependent upon the performance of the homeowners. Homeowners must repay regularly, which 
help Habitat volunteers to feel. secured in their Identity of belonging to a movement where their money 
and labour Is not given either as a dole or a charity but becomes a link In an ever-widening circle of 
·Revolving Fund for liumanity". They feel threatened when the homeo'IQ'ers def�ult. In order to secure this 
Identity from all probable threats the actors of· �abitat4 would not hesitate to impose their own middle-class 
identity upon the homeowners by insisting·· on the destruction of the dilapidated trailer of a selected 
homeowner. This, In fact, Is a. rule In lmmokalee, Florida where I carried· out my fieldwork. Some of them 
also would not feel the prick of conscience in throwing out a defaulting homeowner to the streets of 
Chicago in a cold winter night (that t�is actually happened in the Chicago Habitat affiliate was once 
reported widely· In the newspapers in the United States about which H�at World had also written a 
commentary) or suggesting to take out the. roof of a poor farmer's Habitat house (thie was suggested by 
an intamational volunteer of Habitat in a project In ln.dia during the drive for the collection of mortgage 
payment from the defaulting homeowners), thus blurring the thin separating line between vi��ous and 
creative identity formation. 

It is perhaps for this reason that there are some volunteers in Habitat who articulate a disenchantment 
with it. A Habitat couple who had served for three years as intemational partners In two dlfferen� Habitat 
projects In l!ast Africa tells us: ·Participation in Habitat has made us cynical about developme� efforts In 
general. The arrogance of the First world people overrides many of the benefits. This experience. has 
confinned our belief In the need for true grass-roots· development, which Habitat Is nor. They further add: 
• ... Habitat Is a good model If it can be freed from the control of· the middle class, both in the United 
States and in the Third World". Another volunteer of Habitat who works in a project in Peru also tells us: · 
-rhe organisation is a patemalistlc disgra� in Peru where a bunch of rich snorts feel very g� about 
themselves for helping those "poor people' get a material good, while the poor themselves are allowe� no . 
meaningful participation In the program and, far from being taught that they can Improve themselves, · are 
led to believe that they can only get ahead through the beneficence of rich Peruvians and North Americans. 
My impression Is that the projects In United states vary, but that in general they aren't much better than 
Peru." The following statement of· Habitat homeowner Margaret Dellucenay of Eckhart, Indiana, helps us 
understand this: ·After a while, reality struck and I found that these Habitat "angels' were really just ordinary 
people. They didn't always understand me and I Just could not figure out what they didn't like about me. 
They would ask me my opinion and would . get very upset when I ,give It to them" (quoted In Fuller and 
Fuller 1990: 57). It Is · perhaps for thfs reason that a recent commentator of Habitat ·has written: • ••• apart 
from the bickering over whether to pay bigots to chang� their hat?ftats or to hope that the zealots will Hve 
like missionaries out of the goodness of their hearts, 1be marginaliJY of the poor remain in the margins and 
spaces of the text.. Those inhabiting the wol1d of greed invite the. marginal . people ,n•; those i'1habiting 
world. of love go out to meet the �arginal people, to minister to their needs. In both cases, the marginal 
people are out there, ripe for domination because their needs must be mat from without by the reaources 
of the greedy middle class folks or ·loving �ddle,.clais folks• (Corlett 1989: 9). . · 

Towards A, ·1termenau11ca of Recovery .. 

We began this reflection with an Interrogation of the discourse of deconstruction and with a plea ·tor 
understanding the urge for recovery and building in the life of actors and institutions in contemporary · · 
societies. Habitat articulates a different agenda of self-criticism and rebuilding of the built-environment than 
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that provided .by the discourse of deconstruction. But its compex embodiment, especially the continued 
urge of· soma volunteers to control the life-space of the homeowners, suggests that Habitat is not a pure 
counter�xample of the narrative · of self and society deployed . by deconstruction. Probably in Interrogation 
of �ny _theoretical metanarrative, examples do not work as pure evidences to support or refute a theory; a 
creativ, .. engagement with them help us to be critical of our .taken-for-granted assumptions and the reigning 
ideol09ies of the time, and widen and deepen our universe of . discourse (see, Giri 1994; Ueberson 1992). 
As complex as the process of ,dentity fonnation" at work and the embodiment of the vision of ·No R19re 
Shacks" In Habitat is, the significance of Habitat for what its actors perceive as the destruction of the U.S 
moral economy and the redemption seen in building houses cannot be discounted. The actors of Habitat · 
are appalled by the processes of economic, political, and social change; they seek to anest this disintegrating 
process and create new sites of integration by . building houses. By building houses . for the leas privileged 
they not only build communities but rebuUd themselves--rejoin several disjointed fragments in their own 
lives and arrive at a new synthesis . 

. . In their .recent . moral critique of institutional arrangement in the contemporary .µnited. States, . Rob1JJ.. 
Bellah, and his colleagues tell us that contemporary American form of life minimizes seeking of any -..... 
moral meaning" and Americans have pushed the ,ogle of exploitation as far It can go" (Bellah et al 1991: 
43). In this �ntext, they plead for a new paradigm for the actors and the institutions of the United States 
what they call the •pattern of cultlvation". Thia paradigm of cultivation refers to the habit of paying attention 
to the needs of one another and building of communities. Attention is described here 1'.19rm&Jjvaly which 
refers to pursuing goals, and relationships which give us meaning, and ls different from �.distraction' and 
'obaes•ion' (ibid). For Bellah et al (1991: 273), ·Attehding means to concem ourselves with the larger 
meanings ot· 1hlng• in the longer run, rather than with ehort-tenn pay offs. The pursuit of invn�ate pleaaure, 
or the -promi8' of immediate pleasure ts the essence of dislocation. A good society is one in which atten.tion 
takes precedence over distraction." . ' 

. In Habitat we sea such an Idealism at work. If the actors in Ballah's conversation on good society 
e�q ftlelr kfealism through,. the idiom of cultivation, the actors 9f Habitat el!(prels it througtl the . Idiom of 

· ,ova iri the rnorlar Joints�• The· paradigm is a· paradigm of building-4)uDding homes and building, communities •. 
Fuller talks a\)out pursuit and building as appropriate m�ela . of the care of the self-as appr:opriata modes · , 
of ·-�ng in the �orkl and self-engagement. . Uke Bellah'& actors Fu�ler also .presents his idea of pursuit 
normatively and ar.gues that •a spiritual dimension to our various pursuits is essential to . ma�e sense of 

· what life·· is all at>otJr (Fuller 1992c; 4-5). Fuller speaks simultaneously of •pursuing peace and building. up 
one another" _(Fuller 1992a) and -challenges for "building a better .wortcr (Fuller 1992b). Many cqmmentators 
of the emergent American consciousness also point to a pervasive spiritual urge within. a section of . .  the 
populJtion so lflat crifical exhortations from interlocutors such u Millard Fuller do not· fall only on the deaf 
ears·. For Instance, on� observer tells us · that a strong social ethic,· which is, •an activist iorrn · of mystl�
endeavor, · for it ·supports· transformative work in society as an outg�wth and �ifestation of transformatij)I\_ '! 

of .... setr la enaerging '18 a major component of the•new spirituality �se 1993: 138). Another observer 
of eot,tem.pora� Amerfcan religiosity argues tf)at the religiou11 scene Is characterized ,not oo,y by •pat;che 
styles of bePef and practice.'' but by a •profound searching" (Roof 1_993: 165) . which is •not so much that 
of navel·. g,qing, but· a quest for balance- between self and . ·  others, between seff-fulflllment and social 
responsmilllf�s· (Ibid). · n · is noteworthy that in his remark on. this· emergent social ethic and splrltualftv, Roof . 
mentions Habit&,, for Humanity. . · · . . · . . 

• 

. · The ·. paradtgrn · of building which xcfsanlmates movements like Habitat for Humanity has · a potential 
for teCOVe,y .-,covery of meaning in indlvidual lives as well as recovery of COfTlitlunitles from the · thre'1enfng · · 
logfo of speculation .. where · speculatton on·· profit takes an upper hand over the human need for a decent 
shelter. This,. paradigm of building also embodies a hermeneutics of recovery for our ways o f woifd-makfng ·. 
and frames of interpretation. The disintegration of · bufft environments in advanced lnduatrlal · soclefles haS' ' 
gone hand with the rise of deconstruction in social theo,y and anti-foundationalism in American philosophy. 
But •. •. In challenging all consensual . standards of . t�� . and justice, of ethics, and meaning .•• 
deconstruclionism ended up, insplte of ·the best· ·  intentions of Its more radical practitioners, reducing knowledge 
and meaning to .. a rubble of. slgnlfi.,a" (Harvey 1989: 350). ·it the,.a>y produced. a condition oi .. nihilism,• 
(Ibid) : which In· tum has made the need for a 1laremaneuUcs of recxwery" urgent in the theory and practice . 
of the actors.. 

· · 
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In Habitat we see such a heremeneutics at work. A heremeneutics of recovery requires trust in one 
another and co�munities which sustain us and give our interdependence a moral meaning (Bellah 1989; 
Bellah. et al 1991 ). If as a result of economic decline and post-industrial transition contemporary United 
States is now "falling from grace", then Habitat's vision of "No More Shacks" and its paradigm of building 
is a sign of recovery. It is undoubtedly true that it is just a sign' and has not yet become a symbol. Still 
its potential for engaging Americans in a heremeneutics of recovery cannot be missed. 

[This paper buil�s upon my doctoral research on Habitat for Humanity and on my thesis, •1n the 
Margins of Shacks: The Vision and Practice of Habitat for Humanity," completed at Johns Hopkins 
University, U.S.A. in October 1994. This paper was earlier presented at Center for Theoretical Studies at 
University of Essex, U.K and I am grateful to Professor Emesto Laclau, Ms. Noreen Herbert, Dr. Aletta 
J. Norval, and members of the audience for their insightful comments, incisive questions, and warm 
hospitality. My �hanks are also due to my colleagues Ors. Manabi Majmudar and M.S.S. Pandian for 
their comments on this paper. However, I alone am responsible for whatever gaps which still exist in 

this. I also invite comments and criticism from the readers and my address is: Dr. Ananta K. Girl, 

Madras Institute of Development Studies,. Adyar, Madras 600 020, ·India. Telefax: 91-44-4910872, Email: 
SSMIDS@REN.NIC.IN] 
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Notes 

1. This is as much true in contemporary post-industrial societies as it is in the "primitive" societies 
of .. gift" · and •exchange". Contemporary post-industrial societies are characterized by the 
proliferation of collective goods, which requires an ability within the actors to overcome the 
temptation of being a free-rider in their use · of collective goods and to contribute meaningfully 
towards their creation, maintenance, and appropriate imagination (see, Benjamin 1981). As Mark 
Warren argues, 11Public material goods present unique opportunities for self-transformation when 
compared with other goods" (Warren 1992: 21). But the bane of modem political theory Is that 
it fails to understand that � . theory of discourse is not a theory of self-transformation. It fails 
to understand, as Unger (1987) argues, that' the citizen of the empowered democracy is the 
empowered individual. Unger argues that democracy is founded on the perpetual readiness for 
renunciation on the part of the citizens. But . this renunciation is not perceived as a sacrifice 
by the citizens· not only because of ihe guarantee of immunity afforded by a system" but 
because of a spiritual commitment to transformation. In the words of. l)nger. "its higher spiritual 
significance consists in the assertion of transcendence as a dJ�rnat c9ntext smashing" (Unger 
1987: 579). 

. . 

2. I owe this formulation to Roberto Unger� insightful observations on the participation in 
transformative movements (see Unger 1987). 

3. In his comments on politics of style in contemporary American culture Stuart Ewen (1988) also 
wams us of the dangers of a credi� card economy. 

4. This reminds one of M�dam's (1988) view that the Sixties activists, in a changing political 
context, are aligning themselves with newer types of activism wtaich Boyte (1980) calls "The 
Backyard Revolution". 

5. In this regard, what Giddens (1991: 9) writes deserves our attention: 

The reflexive project of the self generates programs of actualization and mastery. But as Jong as 
these possibilities are understood largely as a matter of the extension of the control systems of 
modemity to the self, they lack moral. meaning ... (Yet] It becomes more and more apparent that 
lifestyle choicas, within the settings of local-global interrelationships, raise moral issues which 
cannot simply be pushed into one side. Such issues call for forms of political engagement whicll 

. the new social movements both presage and s�rve to help initiate. 

6. About such religious movements, Bellah and his colleagues have written that iheir witness Is a 
profound �d · moving gesture of hope; but it remains a gesture, a sign but not a pattem for 
transfonning the whole of society" (Bellah et al 1991: 33). 
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